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Abstract-There exist many definitions of the c-spectrum. Unlike the spectrum, the E-spectrum 
definitions depend on the choice of the norm. We propose to study the conditions on the norm 
that make all these definitions equivalent. The spectral radius of a related matrix is a useful tool in 
the eigenvalua perturbation analysis. The study of its connection with the c-spectrum provides a 
new definition of the E-spectrum. In most articles dealing with this subject, the chosen norm is the 
spectral one. In this paper, we intend to justify this choice. @ 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, if A is a matrix in UY’“, A(A) denotes its spectrum, re(A) its resolvent set, p(A) 
its spectral radius. (I.11 M is any matrix norm, Il.ll~ is any norm in Cn. 
For all z E re(A), R(A, z) := (A - ~1)~’ is the resolvent of A at z. 
The &-spectrum has been introduced in two different ways: 
(i) as a tool of perturbation analysis 
A,M(A) := {z E @, 3E E UT’“, IIEIIM I E, z E A(A -t E)} , (1) 
(ii) as a generalization of the notion of eigenvalue 
V,M(A) := {z~re(A),/[(A-z1)-‘j~~ > i}un(a). 
In literature, we also find the following E-spectrum definition: 
$‘(A) := {z E cc, 39 E cn, Ibllv = 1, II& - wllv I E} .
(2) 
According to Simoncini [l], the inspection of a certain spectral radius may be more informative 
than the analysis of the resolvent norm of A in studying the matrix behavior when some knowledge 
on the perturbation is available. More precisely, Simoncini proposes to analyse the variation 
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of PVC 4E) instead of the variation of the resolvent norm \\(A - zI)-~))z. Thii new proper 
tool is also useful to analyse the quality of the approximation of a projection method such as 
Arnoldi or Lanczos methods. 
In Section 2, we study the connection between this new tool and the c-spectrum. This study 
provides a new way of defining the &-spectrum 
a?(A) := 
{ 
z E re(A), SE E CnXn, IPIIM = ~,P(WW) 2 i} u MA). (4) 
First, the c-spectrum has been defined with the (weighted) spectral norm (see [2] for history). 
It has been proved that definitions (l)-(3) are equivalent for the spectral norm. In [3], the authors 
extend the notion of &-spectrum to the situation of general matrix norms. In Section 3, we look 
for conditions on the norm necessary to the equivalency between definitions (l)-(3) and we give 
counter examples when the equivalency is not proved. The approach in the proofs is different 
frGm [3]. 
In Section 4, we propose a reason that justifies the usual choice of the spectral norm. But this 
reason does not eliminate other choices. 
2. A NEW DEFINITION OF THE E-SPECTRUM 
THEOREM 1. For any matrix A in Pxn, for any norm ]].]]M on CnXn, we have 
PROOF. 
1. FIRST STEP. We are going to prove that 
A,M(A) 
Let z E AF(A). Then there exists E in CnX” 
exists cp # 0 such as (A + E)cp = zcp. 
= a?(A). (5) 
c c+(A). 
such as ~~E~~~ 5 E and z E A(A + E), i.e., there 
Case (a): If z E A(A), then z E o?(A) and the proof is done. 
Case (b): If z E re(A), A - zI is invertible. 
Since (A + E)cp = zcp can be rewritten as (A - zl)cp = -Ecp, then cp = -(A - z~)-~,Q 
i.e., R(z, A)Ecp = -cp. 
Hence, -1 is an eigenvalue of R(z,A)E so p(R(z, A)E) 2 1. 
Let us set E’ := Ef II E\\M. We obtain 
P (R(z, AP’) = &- dR(z, W) L &- 2 $ 
M M 
Hence, z E o?(A). 
2. SECOND STEP. We are going to prove that 
@(A) c A:(A). 
Let z E of(A). 
Case (a): If z E A(A), we set E = 0 and obtain z E A?(A). 
Case (b): If z E re(A), there exists E E Fxn such as (IEIIM = 1 and p(R(z,A)E) 2 l/c. 
So there exists I_Y E Cc, (p E U?, cp # 0 such as 
R(z, A)Eq = acp and 
1 
IQ1 2 -* E 
We can notice that Q # 0. 
We obtain (A - zl)-‘E~J = acp or equivalently Ecp = a(A - zl)cp so (A - (l/cr) E)p = ztp. 
Setting E’ := -(l/a) E, we have llE’[l~ = l/lal < E and z E A(A + E’). I 
REMARK. Let us define 
TeM(A) := (z E re(A) , -4dNz, APL IlEll~ 5 4 1 1) u W). (6) 
We can easily prove that T,“(A) = Q? (A). 
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3. EQUIVALENCY OF THE DIFFERENT 
DEFINITIONS OF THE E-SPECTRUM 
Let us compare the definitions (l)-(3). 
THEOREM 2. For any matrix A in Cnxn, for any norm ]].]]v of Cc” and any matrix norm ]].]]M 
induced by ]].]]v, we have 
A;(A) = S:(A). (7) 
PROOF. 
1. FIRST STEP. We are going to prove that 
A:(A) c $“(A). 
Let z E A?(A). Then there exists E in Cmx” such as llEll,tg I E and z E A(A + E). 
That is, there exists cp # 0 such as (A + E)cp = zcp. We set @ := (p/]((p]]v and we obtain 
(A + E)@ = z$, ll8llv = 1, and IlAG - 41~ = II - WIIV 5 IIEll~ll4l~ 5 E. 
REMARK. To prove this inclusion, we only need ]].]]M and ]].]]v to be compatible (i.e., IIAullv 5 
II~IM~I’~LIIv)~ 
2. SECOND STEP. See [3] for the proof of 
S,V(A) c A:(A). 
THEOREM 3. For any matrix A in Cnx”, let ]].]]v be any norm on Cn and ]].]]M be the matrix 
norm induced by I]. II v, we have 
A:(A) = Q”(A). (8) 
This theorem is known but the following proof is different from [3]. 
PROOF. 
1. FIRST STEP. We are going to prove that 
A?(A) c U:(A). 
Let z E A?(A). 
Case (a): If z E A(A), then it is clear that z E @‘(A). 
Case (b): If z E re(A), there exists E in (CnXn such as IlEll~ 5 6 and z E A(A + E). 
That is, there exists ‘p E Cn,cp # 0 such as (A+ E)cp = z’p. Since z E re(A), cp = -R(A, z)Ep, 
then 
Ibllv = IIW4z)Wlv 5 II~(4~)Ell~llcpllv I IIW~~)~IMIIE~~M~~~~~~~ 
This leads to JIR(A,z)IIM 2 ~/]]E]]M 2 l/s. 
REMARK. To prove this inclusion, one only has to take a submultiplicative matrix norm. Indeed, 
if ]].]]M verifies IIABIIM 5 lI4l~ll~II~, th ere exists a compatible norm on Cc”. Therefore, the 
former inequalities are well obtained. 
2. SECOND STEP. We are going to prove that 
U:(A) c A,M(A). 
Let z E UcM(A). 
Case (a): If z E A(A), by taking E = 0, it is clear that z E A:(A). 
Case (b): If z E re(A), then IjR(A, z)\l~ 2 l/~. 
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Since [[.[[M is induced by [I.[Iv, then IIR(A,z)liM = max{i lR(A,z)x l lv ,  x • C n, IlxIly = 1}. So, 
there exists ~, such as [[9~[[v = 1 and [[R(A, z)~0[]v _> 1/e = 1/eI[~I[v. 
By setting u := R(A,z )~,  we have [[uI[v _> 1/¢[[(A - zI)u[Iv. 
Since [[UI[M ~ O, then [[(A - zI)u[[v/i[u[Iv <_ E. 
We set G :=< u > and we define a linear application p : G --* C by p(u) = [[Au - zui[v. We 
can easily prove that [[PHM -< e. 
According to Hahn Banach theorem, we can extend p to the whole space C n in an application 
(still denoted by p) which still has its norm less than ¢ or equal to it because t[.[[ M is a subordinated 
norm. Now we define E by E¢  := -p(¢) f i  for all ¢ in C ~, where ~2 = (Au - zu)/(HAu - zu[[v). 
As in the proof of Theorem 2, we deduce that z • A(A + E) and ][E[IM _< e. "] 
REMARK. The hypotheses on the matrix norm is important: with the Frobenius norm [[. [[ F which 
is not a subordinated norm, we have 
A F(0) ---- B(0, ~) and U F(0) ---- B (0, v/2e) . 
So AF(0) is strictly included in uF(0). 
4. NORMALITY  AND e -SPECTRUM 
PROPOSITION 1. For any matrix A in C nxn, for any matrix norm [[.[[M, 
U B(A,e) C A~(A), (9) 
AeA(A) 
where f ---- IIIIIM. 
PROOF. Let A e A(A) and z E B(A, e). We set E = (z - A)I. It is clear that z E A(A + E) and 
I[E[IM = [z - A[HII[M ~eI t l I [M .  So z E A~(A). I 
REMARK. If the matrix norm is a subordinated norm, then f -- 1 and 
U B(A,c) C AM(A). 
AEA(A) 
PROPOSITION 2. For any normal matrix A in C nxn, for any unitarily invariant subordinated 
matrix norm [[.[[M, 
A f t (A)= U B(A,¢). (10) 
XEA(A) 
PROOF. The inclusion UAeA(A) B(X,e) C AM(A) results from Proposition 1 and its remark. 
Now, according to Schur's theorem, there exists a unitary matrix V such that D := V*AV 
is a diagonal matrix. As the norm II.]IM is unitarily invariant, we have AM(A) = AM(D). 
If z E AM(A), then t [ (D-  zI ) - l l lM >_ 1/E. But, since the norm ]I-IIM is a subordinated one, then 
1 
I ] (n -Z I ) - l ] iM  < max 
- ~eA(A) I)' -- z l '  
and hence, z E U~ei(A) B(A, e). ] 
REMARK. If [[.[[M is not unitarily invariant, then the equality AM(A) -- U~eA(A) B(A,E) may 
not happen. Let us consider the following example: 
1] 
1 " 
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We have A = V*DV with 
DC 2 ’ 
1 1 0 0 and 
If we choose the norm 11.11 i which is not unitarily invariant, we are going to prove that B = 
B(O,&) U B(2,s) is a proper subset of h:(A) = U,‘(A). 
We have U:(A) = {z E Cc, Jz(Iz - 21 I ~(1 + ]I - z]} so it is symmetric around the complex 
number 1, as well as B. Thus, we only have to compare set U,‘(A) n {.z E C, Re(z) < 1) 
and B(0, E). 
Let ~0 = Eeiv E B(O, E). Then for v ~]0,27r[, v # X, 
]za]]zo - 21 = s (seiv - 21 < s (\seiV - l( + 1). 
Thus, ze is in the interior of U:(A) and it is also on the edge of B(0, E). So one can find an 
element in U:(A) and not in B(O,E). I 
5. CONCLUSION 
With a subordinated matrix norm, (l)-(4) define the same set. It should be noted that each 
characteristic property has its own interest and proves to be useful in a particular context. For 
instance, U,i(A) is useful from a computational point of view, h:(A) may be important in the 
analysis of perturbation, and SCM(A) allows us to understand the part of the residual. Our new 
definition ay(A) is a connection with the spectral radius of a related matrix defined by Simoncini 
which seems to be an efficient tool in perturbation analysis. 
Moreover, if the norm is also unitarily invariant, for a normal matrix, the s-spectrum is the 
union of closed balls whose centers are the elements of the matrix spectrum and whose radius 
is s. 
There is only one norm which is both subordinated and unitarily invariant: the spectral norm. 
The unitarily invariance is not a crucial condition for the norm. Some authors choose the I-norm 
in the definition of the s-spectrum [2,4]. 
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